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1. Introduction

The “architecture ” of a computer system defines the interface that the
hardware presents to the software of the system, and determines how this
interface is realized by subunits of the computer system. In the earl y days of the
stored program computer , when the simple von Neumann” form of main
memory and “arithmetic logic unit” was unquestioned, knowledge of logic design.
the technology of logic and memory devices , elementary machine language
programming techniques, and a good measure of common sense were all that was
required to be a computer architect . Now, things have changed. Our concept of
what we ex pect a computer system to do for us has reached a high degree of
sophistication -- large data bases, multiple concurrent processes , and
programming languages that offer recursive programming, abstract data types,
protection, and access control. These expectations have been met by elaborate
software systems - -  operating systems , data management systems , and runtime
support for language implementations. The ability of system designers to meet
these ex pectations , and the quality of the facilities they can provide to the
application programmer , are criticall y dependent on properties of mechanisms
built into the hardware. Thus it has become essentia l that contemporary
computer architects be aware of how architectural decisions interact with software
quality -- how hardware structures can more effectivel y meet the needs of
operating systems and modern concepts of program and data structure .

I. This research was suppor ted by the National Science Foundation under
contract MCS75-01060 AOl. and by the Aovanced Resea rch Projects Agency of
the Department of Defense, monitored by the Office of Naval Resea rch under
contract N00014-75-C-O66l.

Key Words: computer architecture , computer sc i &’nce research ,
distributed computer systems , multi processor computer
systems. supercomputers , computer ne tworks , persona l
computers
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2 Dennis ci al. - Computer Architecture

Many developments, such as pipelined processors and caches, and most
advances in component technology have improved cost -performance while the
architecture seen by the programmer has been little affected. The reduced
hard ware costs , particularly for memory, have reduced pressures for the utmost
compactness and efficiency in programs. This has greatly fostered the use of
high level languages without super-optimizing compilers, and has allowed use of
relatively inefficient , interactive, interpretive language systems.

The introduction of automatic migration of code and data between levels
in the memory hierarchy (originally in the Atlas computer [63)) has greatly aided
software develo pment by effectively masking constraints imposed by small
primary memories , and eliminates the need for elaborate program overlay
mechanisms. Similarly, the introduction of interrupts has allowed programming
of real-time tasks without introducing program constraints to ensure regular
device polling.

Not all architectural innovations have been of benefit to the programmer.
In many cases there has been little concern for how the new features would affect
the ease with which correct software may be prepared. In fact, as we shall see,
many recent advances in computer architecture have presented the programmer
with new and diffkult challenges rather than making his task easier. The
introduction of large, baroque instruction sets -- while presented as aids to
programmers -- may have had an overall negative software impact. The use of
high level languages may be inhibited because it is difficult to utilize “special
architectural features ” from within a standard language.

Radical departures from traditional “von Neumann” architectures have
almost always led to severe software problems. We will see below that innovative
attem pts to produce very high performance systems -- such as multiprocessors
and vector and array machines -- have presented the programmer with new and
difficult challenges.

With the plummeting cost of hardware and concern for the enormous
difficulty of building large software systems, it should be possible somehow to
apply th is tremendous technological capability to the advantage of the
prog rammer. Computer designers should concentrate their efforts on
architectural advances having a positive impact on the software problem.
However , this has not always been the direction of past efforts . In commercial
com puters , the princi pal response to software requirements has been the
develo pment of com patible series of com puter models that permit the user to
move to more powerful or technologically advanced equipment and be able to
run old programs without modification . Although certainly a very significant
development , compatible lines of computers do not at all simplify the construction
of new software . In fact , innovation in the direction of better support for 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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programming is inhibited by the conservative attitude engendered by the huge
inventory of operational software.

How can computer architecture contribute to lessening the software
problem! To .inswer , we must understand where the difficulties arise in current
practice. Probably the most important factor is whether or not a program can be
expressed effective ly in a high level language. Essentially all research on
unders tandin g the software problem from the viewpoint of program structure,
specifica tion and correctness assumes programs are written in a completely
specified high level language -- usually one in which type correctness may be
c hecked by the translator. Only for those parts of a program that may be
expressed within t he strict limits of definition of a high level language that
supports a suitable programming methodology can the benefits of this research
be realized . Yet in large application programs, programmers nearly always find
it necessary to step out side the facilities provided by a high level language.
Wh y?

One major reason is to manage the transfer of information among the
physical media of computer memory systems. When these transfers must be
directed by the programmer , the overall behavior of a large program becomes
ver y difficult to comprehend. This holds even when such transfers are directed
using the facilities of a high level language as in Cobol. A second majo r reason
concet~ns the coordinat ion of concurrent activities, which is supported by ad hoc
mec hanisms built into complex operating systems. The nature of these
coordination mechanisms and their effect on program structure is very dependent
on properties of the underlying hardware. Finally, a significant portion of the
code in many serious computer applications concerns actions to be taken in
response to failures of hardware components. Having the right fault tolerance
ca pability built into the hardware could contribute much to the simplification of
software.

Subsequent sections examine recent developments in the several areas of
computer architecture that have the most significant interaction with software.
In Section 2 we remind ourselves of the amazing magnitude of the advance In
hardware tec hnology and the possibilities this suggests.

The next two sections review major areas of innovation in computer system
organization: hardware support for referencing and controlling access to
progr ams and data , and schemes for exploiting concurrency for performance and
for meeting software needs. Many of the new concepts advanced in these areas
may be interpreted as introducing mechanisms into computer systems in support
of improved wa y s of s tructurin g la rge programs.

“-— -.—~~~~~~~~ _- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ **~~~~~~* ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _.~~ .- . .
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4 Dennis et al. - Computer Architecture

Instead of developing mechanisms with the hope that they will turn out to
provide the right basis for software, it is possible to start from a sound
programming methodology (including a language specification) and develop the
ha rdware/software system to su pport it. This leads to the concept of language
based architecture reviewed in Section 5.

Fault tolerance is a very import~nt aspect of computer systems in most
applications and is another place in which hardware and software considerations
interact strongly. Work in this area is discussed in Section 6. Since correct
operation of programs depends on the correctt~ess of the hardware on which they
run , wa y s of ensuring correctness of hardware function is an important but
la rgely neglected area of architectural research. This area Is discussed in Section
7.

For com pleteness , we have included some comments about research issues
in computer networks and personal computers -- new and important phenomena
in the field of computer systems. We conclude with a summary of the most
significant architectural re3earch directions toward Improved software support.

2. Tech iiology

Technological advance over the past two decades has been dramatic in
reliability, in cost- performance improvement, and in the alternative techblologies
open to the designer. Semiconductor device technology has doubled the number
of active elements per integrated circuit device every one or two years since 1959
[51). and this advance is expected to continue well into the 1980’s. One can now
buy random access memory with 16K bits per LSI device, and a million bits per
device seems possible in the future. We now have microprocessors that embody
on one semiconductor chip the complexity of logic that required a roomful of
electron ics j ust twent y -f ive y ears ago.

The develo pment of mass stora ge technology has been almost equally
impressive. Magnetic storage technology has achieved three orders of magnitude
improvement in information densit y over twent y years [42). The magnetic
bubble and charge coupled device (CCD) technologies provide new cost-effective
alternatives in the performance range between the semiconductor and magnetic
r ecording technologies. Research in magnetic, electron beam and laser
technology hold the promise of inexpensive and reliable mass memory systems in
the futur e.

— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -__-. -—- . —,._.
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Dennis et at. - Computer Architecture 5

All this holds the tantalizing prospect of cheap computing: all the
computing power and services of a large contemporary computer system available
at your desk; the Library of Congress in your office. The difficulty is, of course,
that no one knows how to put this revolutionary technology to work so as to turn
our dreams into practical realities. The limitation is not our ability to build
hardware, but the problems of building the software systems that deliver
computing power and services to the user. The challenge to the computer
architect is to ex ploit this continuing revolution in technology to the benefit of
the software designer. It seems that the cost-performance promise of the new
technology cannot be fully exploited without a gross departure of computer
systems from their classical form. Yet it is not clear how this change can be
made without giving the programmer more difficult problems to solve instead of
supporting the simpler programming methodologies he would dearly like to
have.

3, Memory Structures , Addressi ng, and Protection

The problem of effectively utilizing memory devices has always been a
challenging one. Tne simple connection of a computer processing unit to a
fixed-size random access memory, wit h each instruction address fielc’ giving the
full address of a unique word or byte of the memory, has several shortcomings:
First , high speed random access memory is expensive; it is not usually feasible to
have as much of it as one needs for all data associated with an application. This
is true even though memory prices are dropping faster than processor prices, and
larger amounts of high speed memory are becoming feasible. Second, even if
such a large memory were practical , the instructions would need to have
excessivel y long address fields to directly access the memory. This is the “address
space problem”. T hird , a homogeneous block of directly addressable memory iS
not the best interface to present to the programmer. It is better for the memory,
as seen by the programmer , to have some logical structure. Such structuring
serves several purposes: If the form of the memory space reflects the way data is
organized in programming languages, the memory system will provide cleaner
support for these languages. Furthermore, st ructuring can support such features
as protection and controlled sharing of data.

3.1. Virtual Memory

The usual approach to the solution of the memory space and addressing
problems is by methods for transforming the addresses generated by computer
in~tructions to the addresses of locations in the physical memory media. Any
such method could be called a “virt ual memory ” scheme (26), but the term
“virtual memor y” is common ly taken to imply use of a multi-level memory system.

~~~~L —-—.~~~~~—-~~~- _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~,- - -. ---- -.



6 Dennis et al. - Computer Architecture

Such a virtual memor y system increases the effective speed of a mass memory
device through ~he use of a faster “buffer ” memor y that holds the most active
data items.

T he motivation for multi-level memory systems stems from the enormous
range of memory performances and prices. This range has existed since the
earliest computers and, despite enormous technological improvements in the past
and projected for the future, is likely to persist. Current popular online memory
devices range from ECL RAM , with access time of about 10-8 sec and cost of
about l0~/bit , to magnetic disks with access time of about .05 sec and cost of
about .00I~/bit.

The virtual memory techniques that deal with the memory space and
addressing problems provide solutions to the protection problem as well. The
operating system needs to be protected from user program errors , and it is useful
for program modules to be protected from errors in other modules of the same
program or other concurrently running programs. Such a protection mechanism
makes it possible to isolate faults and to prevent unplanned interactions between
modules. This is important in large software systems because it facilitates testing
and maintenance.

The earliest programming techniques for running programs too large for
“main memory ” were “over lay” sc hemes in which a program was divided into
sections and stored in auxi liary memory such as a drum or disk. Sections were
read into main memor y for execution as needed. While this alleviated both the
memor y space problem and the addressing problem (since an instruction only
needed to contain enough address information to refer to data in those sections
that were also in main memory), it did so at extremel y high cost to the
programmer. The programmer had to explicitly divide the program into sections
and assi gn a place in memory where each section would reside during execution.
Cumbersome means were necessar y to allow one section to generate acl ’iresses of
data in o her sections. Furthermore, careful analysis of runtime memory usage
was necessar y in order to make the overlay operations efficient. Such programs
could not be effectivel y written in high level languages. For modern large
software systems to run tinder such conditions would make them prohibitively
costl y and complex. Current virtua l memory systems provide a solution to the
memory space and addressing problems in a manner that is conceptuall y simple
and consistent wit h clea n programming in high level languages.

A basic virtual memor y implementation consists of a small fast memory to
improve the apparent speed of a slower large auxiliary memory. The virtual
address space is the address space of the auxiliary memory, so t he computer
processing unit generates addresses that refer directly to that memory. A small
part of the data is kept in the high speed memory unit, and the computer directly
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manipulates only the high speed memory . Data is transferred between the high
speed unit and the auxiliary memory by a combination of hardware and software
mec hanisms to keep the “most active ” data in the high speed memory at all times.
If the algorithm for replacement of data blocks in the fast memory is properly
designed and the fast memory is large enough to hold the “working set” [26] of
the computation , then t he overall per formance will be nearly as good as that of a
system whose virtual address space is implemented entirely with the fast memory.

Virtual memory techniques are commonly used at two levels of system
organization: in “demand paging” memories and in “cache” memories. Demand
paging memories usually involve use of the computer’s main memory (magnetic
core or MOS RAM) as the high speed element and a magnetic disk or drum as
the auxiliary memory.

In a typical simple paging memory system, the computer’s high speed (e.g.

core) memor y is divided into blocks or “pa ges” of a thousand or so words each.
The auxiliary memory (e.g. disk) is divided into a much larger number of pages
of the same size. The virtual address space is the size of the disk , so the
addresses generated by the computer are long enough to uniquely specify a word
on the disk. Copies of some of the pages are kept in core memory, where they
are accessible to the processor. Whenever the computer generates a memory
address in an instruction, high speed hardware checks whether that address lies
in a page that is in core. If so, the address is translated to the appropriate
“physical” address and the memory operation takes place. If the indicated page is
not in core memory, a “page fault trap” occurs, and software takes over. The
operating system decides which page in core to replace, hopefully choosing one
that is not likely to be accessed again soon. It writes the contents of that page
onto the disk and then reads in the desired page from the disk. If the page
being displaced has not been modified by any computer instruction, it does not
need to be written back onto the disk.

Efficient demand paged memory systems require a special implementation
mechanism in the computer’s hardware or microcode. At the very least, an
address translation mechanism is required for directing virtual memory references
to the appropriate real memory address, and cau sing a page fault trap if the data
is not in the high speed memory. A mechanism to detect writing operations on a
page is useful for determining whether the page needs to be rewritten onto the
auxi liary memory when it is displaced from main memory.

The first demand paged virtual men~ory system was implemented on the
Atlas machine at Manchester in 1960 (63), and the idea has since been adopted
for a number of commercial systems such as the DEC TENEX (10] and IBM 370
[13) systems.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ rn~~~~~- ~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~~ - . 
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8 Dennis et al. - Computer Architecture

The “cache” mechanisms of high performance computers are a form of
virtual memor y. Such mechanisms are implemented entirely in hardware or
microcode. A cac he operates on the same principle as a demand paged memory,
using a very high speed memory as the fast component and the computer ’s main
memor y as the “auxi liary memory”. The virtual memory space is unstructured
and is identical to t he computer ’s main memor y. Cache systems are thus invisible
to t he program at the instruction level, and are used simply to increase the
computer ’s speed. The invisibility to the programmer means that a cache can be
added to a computer design without changing the instruction set or otherwise
impairing compatibility. This is in contrast to the use of high speed “general
reg isters ” in a processor , another method of decreasing the time required to access
heavi ly used data items. A cache was first used on the Atlas 2 machine at
Cambridge University (69], and was introduced commercially on the 1F~M ‘~6OI85
in 1969 (481.

A very large directly addressable virtual memory may solve the memory
size problem but aggravate the address space problem: address fields of
instructions need to be ver y large to generate the necessary addresses. This can
be very wasteful when the virtual memory is much larger than the amount of
memor y that a program actuall y needs to use at any one time. For example, in
the paging memory illustrated above the address space consists of the entire disk.
Properly designed memory structures attack both the memory space problem and
t he addressing problem. The addressing problem can also be alleviated by
means that are independent of the virtual memory mechanism , but this often
precludes the implementation of a unified addressing and protection mechanism.
Many computers (for examp le, the IBM 360/370) use an address field consisting
of a “base register ” number and a relatively small displacement. These registers
are somewhat similar to t he segment base registers to be described below, but
diffe r in t hat , in computers like the 360/370, the memory space is still treated as
an unstructured homogeneous array, and the contents of base registers may be set
arbitrarily by any executing program. This destroys their potential use as part of
a Protection scheme.

3.2. Structured Virtual Memor y (Segmentation)

More sophisticated virtual memory systems than the “unstructured” type
j ust described are implemented by some contemporary operating systems. These
designs arose from efforts to solve the memory space, addressing, and protection
problems together. In such a system, a machine level program has access at any
time to only some portion of a large address space. The memory space is viewed
as a collection of “segments” or “objects”, accessed through “codewords”,
“descri ptors ”, or “ca pabilities” (33). In some systems , these objects may contain
ca pabilities for other objects, thereby permitting tree structures of objects. To 

-~~~~~,-— ~~~~~~~~
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Dennis et al. - Computer Architecture 9

mak e reference to a location in memory, the program specifies a codeword or
descri ptor of the segment and the offset within that segment. In more elaborate
systems , descri ptors or capabilities are grouped into “capability segments” (called
“descri ptor segments ” on Multics or “program reference tables” on the 85000) that
define an addressing environment for a program module. Mechanisms are
provided to change the addressing environment as control passes from one
program module to another.

The Rice University Computer [44) introduced the use of codewords to
contro l access to objects in memory. The Burroughs 85000 [41 introduced the
“program reference table”, a form of descriptor table, and provided for automatic
retrieval of segments from auxiliar’, memor y. An advanced version of this
system is the current Burroughs 86700 system (53]. The Multics system [20, 52,
22] was the first to provide dynamic generation of the access tables and
automatic access table switching during program module entry and exit. Multics
was first implemented using the special features of the General Electric 645
processor and has evolved into a commercial software product supported by the
Honeywell 6180. The C.mmp system [701 is an object-oriented s~stem using a
naming method in which each capability has a universal meaning wherever it is
used throughout the system. That is, ca pabilities may be transmitted from one
process or module to another yet always refer to the same unique object. C.mmp
also allows objects to be things other than segments, such as I/O devices, files,
and protected entries to programs.

3.3. Protection

Protection mechanisms are used in multi-user comput r systems to prevent
programs from being interfered with, accidenta lly or intentionally, by other users’
programs [601. More recentl y, protection mechanisms of various kinds have been
appreciated as aids in the development , operation, and maintenance of reliable
software. This is because a major stumbling block in the development of
software systems , especially large and complex systems , is the problem of
unwanted interactions among modules.

Protection mechanisms arise naturall y from mechanisms to solve the
addressing problem because data can be protected by guaranteeing that there is
no wa y a program module can generate addresses referring to the data. For
example, if program modules are stored on a disk and read into high speed
memory one at a time, the size of the entire program is much larger than the set
of addresses that t he computer instructions can generate. Since the address field
of an instruction is presumably only large enough to refer to an address space the
size of high speed memory, the other areas of the virtual memory space (i.e. those
modules not in high speed memory) are inaccessible.

~ 
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10 Dennis et al. - Computer Architecture

Memory protection of program modules from each other can be provided
by the virtual memory techniques described previously. These generally work by
makin g it impossible for a module to generate addresses in other modules, rat her
than by checking all references to see whether they are legal. For examp le, in a
segmented system , this is done by protecting the segment descriptors (base
addresses) in the ca pability segment. This is easily accomplished by placing the
ca pability segment in a protected area of memory (that is, in a segment that is not
itse lf listed in the capability segment). When this is done, there is simply no way
that a program can refer to memory locations that are not currently in its
capability segment . In systems that use capabilities for protection, a capability
can be thought of as an unforgeable “ticket ” w hich gives the program holding it
the right to access the segment that it represents. Such systems usually have
provisions for capabilities to represent all items that need to be protected:
segments , 1/0 devices , data bases, etc. The capabilities have encodings of all the
necessar y access rights. For example, a segment capability might contain bits
telling whether the segment may be modified by the process using that capability.
Provision for controlled sharing of objects (e.g. “public” files and programs) is
also ver y important. Pioneering systems of this type were the Burroughs B5000
and Multics.

An operating system supporting protected use of segments, files, or other
memory abstractions must have a provision for making it possible for a module
to access objects by name. A common way of doing this is through the use of
“director ies” whic h contain associations of names and capabilities. These
ca pabilities may provide access to other directories, allowing a tree structure of
accessib le objects . Once again, the protection mechanism works by making it
impossible for the module to “address” objects which it has no right to access. A
module accesses an object by specifying its access path (list of names) through the
directories. If an object is not in the directory, there is no access path leading to
it.

Protection on a more microscopic level than the per-module basis is also
frequently useful, though not nearly as common. Individual arrays can be
protected from out-of-bounds references by using “descriptors” to refer to them at
the hardware level, as was first done on the Rice University Computer (44].

3.4. R esearch Directions

Historicall y, addressin g and protection features of computer systems arose
from the requirements of multiprogrammed and multi-user (“time-sharing”)
computer systems. The goals were to provide for efficient sharing of processor
and memor y resources by independently written programs, and to provide for
controlled sharing of on-line programs and data. The mechanisms were
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developed in terms of machine level concepts of program organization, and little
consideration was given to how these mechanisms would relate to or support
large programs written in a high level language. It has turned out that ,
although it is possible to use the addressing facilities of the more advanced
systems to implement large application programs having good structure, the
modules of these programs cannot be written in a standard high level language.
Rather , contro l of the addressing environment must be accomplished by calls
upon system routines whose effects can be understood only through detailed
know ledge of the hardware/software mechanisms of the system.

There is now considerable interest in “object -oriented” systems stemming
from the ideas developed in the Hydra operating system for C.mmp [701. Ic
seems that such a system should provide a natura l hardware/software base for
supporting object-oriented programming languages such as Alphard (71] and
CLU [491 that have evolved from studies of program structure and data
abstractions . Hopefully, these separate developments can be brought together to
produce computer systems that support the cooperative construction of large
programs using modern software methodology.

One should not underestimate the difficulty of this task. It is by no means
clear that current object-oriented systems provide the correct basis for
object -oriented languages , since this was not an objective in the design of these
systems. Consistency between system behavior and language semantics in such
area s as module interfaces , support for data structures , access control, memor y
management philosophy, and coordination of concurrent activities must be
understood and specified. Achieving the understanding of the requirements for
consistenc y between addressing and access control mechanisms of computer
systems and the semantics of quality programming languages Is a most Important
area of system research.

4. ~aralle listn a tid Concurrency in Computer Architecture

An important way of improving computer system performance is through
various forms of concurrenc y. A simple example is the overlapping of the
execution of one instruction with the fetching of the next. This increases the
utilization of both the processor and the memory system.

Within the fundamenta l speed limitation of any specific Implementation
technology a variety of architectural schemes have bee” used to increase overall
performance by using multiple hardwa re units arrangL to operate concurrently.
The principal schemes are: 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - 
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(I) Instruct ion overlap to exploit parallelism contained within a
conventional instruction stream.

(2) Multiple data streams , exp loiting the parallelism inherent in
algorithms expressible in vector or array form. This is done either
with an arra y of processing elements or with one processor that
performs the operations in “pipeline” fashion. Such machines are
often called “supercomputers ”.

(3) Multiple instruction streams , each with its own data stream, to
exploit parallelism in asynchronous parallel algorithms and
parallelism due to independent users. These machines are called
multiprocessor systems.

The first technique, over lapped instruction execution, is widely used but
the degree of parallelism is limited to the number of concurrently executable
instructions t hat may be identified by “lookahead” in the instruction stream. The
a dvantage of this technique is that it can be completely transparent to the
programmer. Manufacturers can offe r a family of computers with the same
mac hine language but a range of performance according to the degree of
instruction overla p employed in the processor implementation.

Single Instruction , Multiple Data (SIMD) stream computers are suitable for
algorithms expressible in vector or array form. This includes some problems
having lar ge economic significance, such as seismic data processing and weather
forecasting.

The third form of parallelism, with multiple independent instruction and
data streams , has the potential of offering performance improvement for a wide
range of app lications. Sma ll multiprocessor systems, with two to four processors,
have been used commercially for some time [32]. Normally these are used to
exp loit parallelism between independent users in a timesharing facility. C.mmp
[701 is a fully operational 16-processor system with a sophisticated, general
purpose operating system.

4 I. Single-Sequence High Performance Machines

A number of techniques are used to gain increased performance in
conventional single-sequence computers. These include memory interleaving to
allow severa l memory operations to progress simultaneously, over lap of a
processor ’s instruction fetch and execute cycles (fetching the next instruction
before the current one completes). instruction lookahead, and use of a cache.
Computers with instruction lookahead may fetch several Instructions ahead of 
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the current one, analyze their data dependency, and execute those that do not
depend on of results of other incomplete instructions. Cache memories have been
described in Section 3.1. Although these techniques increase the complexity of
processors, they have been worthwhile because computer system costs have, in the
past , been dominated by memory costs .

The most ambitious early effort was the Stretch computer (9], which even
attem pted to execute instructions whose effect might have to be canceled once the
outcome of a test became known. The mainstay of high performance computers
has been the CDC 6600 and 7600 machines [66] and IBM machines evolved
from the 360/91 and 92 [IS].

4.2. Supercomputers

The need to take advantage of concurrency in a computer system in order
to improve performance has led to a number of unusual machine architectures
called “supercomputers”. There are a variety of such architectures. They are
generally intended for large numerical problems, and therefore give emphasis to
efficient processing of vectors and arrays.

“Vector ” or “pipeline” machines such as the CDC STAR [14], CRAY-I [21),
and TI-ASC [68) are basically sequential machines whose instruction sets include
instructions that direct the machine to perform certain operations repetitively
over an entire sequence of values. This makes it possible to do the arithmetic
operations at extremely high speed without the need to perform separate
instruction fetches and other bookkeeping tasks for each operation.

An “array” machine such as the Illiac IV [5] has a large number of
arithmetic units and ca n do array operations truly simultaneously. The
arithmetic units are a ll controlled by one instruction processor operating on one
instruction stream, and the only autonomy that the arithmetic units have Is the
choice of executing or not executing (depending on the state of the small local
memor y) the current instruction.

Existing supercomputer designs have a number of drawbacks and
problems that are the subject of intense research. One problem, discussed below,
is the difficulty of writing efficient programs. Another problem is that the
performance of existing machines on operations other than those for which they
were optimized is often not very good. For example, some vector computers
perform poor ly on simple (“scalar ”) data. Unless the program is written in such a
wa y that sca lar operations are infrequent, the speed of scalar operations will tend
to have a dominant effect on the overall speed of the computation, and much of
the benefit of rapid vector processing will be lost. A third problem Is that

I
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supercomputers do not appea r to be well adapted to LSI technology. LSI devices
aie generally slower than the circuits of which current high performance
computers, including supercomputers, are made. The advantage of LSI devices
lies rather in their small size and extremely low power consumption. Therefore,
a computer t hat exp loits LSI technology must do so by using a large number of
these relatively slow circuits , rather than a smaller number of very fast ones.
However , this does not seem to be the direction in which supercomputer
development is going. Present supercomputers use the fastest logic circuits
available.

In t he case of array machines, the independent processing elements provide
a natura l modular decomposition. However , instructions are norma lly broadcast
from a central control element and the consequent need to maintain close
synchrony between processing elements may limit the speed and/or number of
PE’s. Reliability can only be provided via standby spares because vector
operations are clearly not very tolerant of a variable number of processing
elements. The ver y narrow range of applicability limits the market for these
machines and so they derive little benefit from economies of scale.

An alternate a pproach to high performance in specific applications is the
use of specialized machine architectures. An example is the Goodyear STAR AN
Associative Processor [71, in whic h a computation on an array of words is
performed as a sequence of operations on bit slices of the array. Another was a
proposed bit array processor [67) intended for use in image processing. Such
machines do not seem to support conventional high level language concepts and
present a difficult programming challenge. Nevertheless, they offer a large
performance advantage in the applications for which they are designed. Given
the ease wit h which such machines can be built, and the difficulty of building
and programming more powerfu l general purpose machines, such specialized
mac hines will certainly become increasingly common.

4.3. Programming Supercomputers

Ckarly, if the performance potential of an array or vector machine is to be
realized , a good way of generating machine level programs that make heavy use
of t he vector or array operations implemented by the hardware Is required. If
programs are to be written in a high level anguage, two approaches are possible:
Either a conventional high level language may be extended to include composite
operations on vectors or arrays as visible language features, or a language
Iroccssor may be developed to recognize instances of vector or array operations
in ordinar y programs. In the latter case experience with “vectorizing” compilers
has been disappointing in terms of providing object code that achieves high
performance from existing high level language code. In either case, If the special
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capability of a vector or array machine is to be exp loited, the programmer must
write his high level program in such a way that vector or array operations
predominate and scalar operations account for a small portion of all computation
ste ps. This presents a real challenge to the programmer. Typically,
computational algorithms are drastically revised to make efficient use of vector
operations, and problem data are reformatted from their natural aggregate form
to permit advantageous use of distributed operations. This observation is
supported by experience with APL in which, although aggregate operations on
high level data types allow simple ex pression of algorithms, the resulting
programs typically run slowly.

‘
~~~ At present , the performance potential of array and vector machines is
reac hed only with the expenditure of considerable programming effort , and this
is true even w hen the application has previously been programmed in a high
level language. The programming is done either at a low level or using a
language processor extended to support the aggregate operations built into the
hardware .

While one cannot rule out the possibility that automatic vectorization of
algorithms will become a feasible methodology for using supercomputers, the
prospects are uncertain. It seems that the most positive remark that can be made
about supercomputers and software technology is that they have in no way
contributed to simplifying the construction of software .

4.4. Multiple Sequence Computer Systems

The concept of having several parts of a computer system operating
simultaneously by executing independent instruction sequences was put into
practice in the early input/output processors, for example the I/O channels of the
IBM 709. However , the Burroughs BS000 [4] appears to be the first system to
use multiple processors performing computational tasks -- a (shared memory)
multiprocessor. This one project introduced an amazing list of innovations: the
concept of identical processor and memory modules interconnected by a matrix
(“crossbar ”) switching arrangement; the idea that each processor acts
independently and takes tasks from a common scheduling list; the concept that
machine code is read-only so several processors can be executing the same
procedure simultaneously; and thc idea that many programs may run on sucl. a
system at once and that any processor may execute any program.

The Burroughs B5000 was one of the early “multiprogramming” systems,
in which system programs controlled sharing of system resources by a number of
concurrently executing programs. Its development was motivated by the
performance gain possible through use of several processing units. This made
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sense only in an environment in which many independent programs could be
running concurrentl y, for there was no accepted methodology for writing single
programs that could use several processors at once.

In multiprogramming systems, each program may be viewed as defining an
independent computational proces i (sequence of instruction executions) which
may be run on any available processor in the system. Innovative multiprocessor
systems developed after the 85000 include the D825 [11, Multics [52), and C.mmp
(70].

It is not necessary to have multiple processors to do multiprocessing, as a
single processor may be arranged to switc h its attention among many programs
(processes). Early systems of this type were the Atlas (63) and Honeywell 800 (113.
This technique is used in all modern operating systems.

4.5. Multiprocessor Systems with Shared Memory

As the cost of processing units has fallen precipitously w ith the evolution
of minicomputers and then microprocessors, the attraction of multiprocessor
systems as a research area has grown immensely. Perhaps the best known project
is the C.mmp system [70], in w hich up to 16 processors are connected to 16
memor y modules through a I6x16 crossbar type switch. This system has allowed
stud y of how pa rallel computations may be organized to run effectively and to
find w here the limitations in system performance lie. A variety of artificial
intelligence and numerical tasks have been implemented for it.

Multiprocessor systems with up to, say, eight processors are in moderately
wide use to provide reliability, to extend the performance of conventional
timesharing and batch facilities and for dedicated control tasks. However , there
are ver y few systems with dedicated processors whose stated goal has been to
exp loit the obvious potential for high performance. Pluribus [jUl is an
interesting examp le of a medium sized multiprocessor (the largest known system
has 14 processors) which has been used successfully. It is used for a single,
dedicated task -- a node in a packet-switched network. A single processor in this
app lication could not meet the performance and fault-tolerance requirements.

Why have multiprocessors not been more successful as an approach to
high speed computation? There seem to be two reasons: programming problems,
whic h will be discussed later; and technical problems that make it difficult to
achieve high performance. Multiprocessors pose several challenging efficiency
problems: One such problem is context switching, that is, switching a real
processor from one process to another. Operating systems must execute many
instructions to change contexts , so programs must make such changes relatively

_
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rarel y if performance is not to be badly degraded . Another source of inefficiency
is in naming. Data items in memory that are accessible to all processes should
have the same name (whet her a symbolic name or a numerical address) in each
process’s address space. This can require a complex translation mechanism, often
involving multiple table accesses if vir t ual memory systems are used. The virtual
memory system, naming mechanism, context switching mechanism, and operating
system software all interact , and the overhead can be quite large even if the
hardware and software are designed very carefully. These systems also have a
technical problem in the connections between processors and memory units. To
operate efficiently, t he memory system must be divided according to some
interleaving scheme, so different processors can use different memory units
simultaneously and each processor will, most of the time, have quick access to
whic hever memory unit it needs. (If this is not done properly, “memor y
interference” between processors occurs and may cause serious performance
degradation.) Since each processor must be able to communicate with each
memory, and the number of memory units must be roughly proportional to the
number of processors, t he necessary crossbar switch will have a complexity
proportional to the square of the number of processors in high performance
implementations. However, many interesting compromises in cost and
performance are available in switching networks that exchange delay for reduced
complexity.

4.6. Distributed Systems

Some of the technical difficulties that arise in multiprocess systems can be
a lleviated by givin g each processor a private memory and letting the processors
communicate wit h each other by some means other than a shared memory. The
usual method is to make the communication channels between processors behave
like input/output devices, and to let the processors communicate by sending
“messages” to each ot her. These systems are commonly called “distributed
systems” or “computer networks ”. The UCI Distributed Computing System (34] is
an example of a distributed system that has been developed. Among those under
development are the HXDP network [46), the DCCS network (30), and the “of fice
automation ” systems being developed by IBM, Wang Laboratories , Xerox
Corporation , and elsewhere . The rationale behind distributed systems is that
most app lications can be partitioned so that message communication, rather than
direct references to a shared memory, provides good performance .

Distributed systems avoid the problems of memory interference and the
large crossbar switch between processors and memory, requiring only
transmission of “messages” among the processors. Much of the overhead
associated wit h naming and memory mapping is alleviated, but overhead
associated with data transmission arises , and it becomes very expensive to send
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laige blocks of data between processors. Furthermore, distributed system s are not
suitable for “obj ect-oriented ” languages or program structures. Systems that use
memor y object s such as segments or data structures , or process synchronization
obj ects such as semaphores , are currently popular , but t hey are nearl y impossible
to implement on distributed systems. This is because the ob1ects themselves
cannot be transmitted in an y meaningful wa y through a communications link.

Distributed systems provide interesting opportunities for the design of
fault-tolerant systems , makin g them usefu l for military and business app lications
where reliabilit y is important. The properties of distributed systems that make
this feasible are the “loose” inter- processor coupling and the absence of critical
centralized subsystems such as crossbar switches. A degree of fault-tolerance may
also be achieved in a multi processor system (as in the case of Pluribus [40]), but
it is much more difficult to do so. A properly designed fault tolerant distributed
system undergoes “grace ful degradation ” in the presence of component failures:
The system continues to function, but with decreased efficienc y or performance.

Use of distributed hardware alone does not assure fault tolerance -- very
careful software design is required also. The software must be free of critical
centralized databases and scheduling or coordinating programs. This is an
extremel y challenging problem. It is of course also necessary to choose a network
topology with multip le paths between any two computers, so that a computer or
link failure will not cause the network to become disconnected .

Another advanta ge of distributed systems is that the individual processors
do not need to be powerful or expensive. Even microprocessors can he used to
build high performance systems . The availability of low-cost microprocessors
makes distributed systems an attractive approach for parallel processing systems.

The Cm* system [64) achieves the appearance to the program of a shared
memor y multiprocessor , but uses processors each of which has its o’~n local
memor y. Like a distributed system , this eliminates most of the ex~ ?nse of the
processor/memory crossbar switch. In the Cm* system, processors are grouped
into clusters , with a “K-map” module on each cluster, which harn’les memory
requests from one processor to the memory of another. Th~ K-map units are
furt her interconnected to handle memory references between processors of
dif ferent clusters. The overall organization is such that any processor can
address the memory of any other processor. Processors communicate simply by
reading or writing other processors ’ memory, and these memory transactions are
per formed as data transmissions on the interconnecting busses. Hence the
system’s a ppearance to the programmer is that of a multiprocessor with shared
memor y, and programming techniques developed for multiprocessors and
“object-oriented” systems can be used. The effect of using a relatively low speed
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data bus instead of a central crossbar switch is simply that memory references
between different processors are slower than local references.

4.7. Programming for Parallel Processors

Programming for multiprocessors and distributed systems requires radical
changes in the way algorithms are presented, and this is probably the most
important single reason for the failure of multiprocess systems to become widely
accepted .

One such problem is task decomposition. Not all programs decompose well
for execution on parallel processors. The speed improvement over a single
processor is quite impressive for some programs, and not ver y good for others. A
more serious problem is the ease of task decomposition for programs written in
high level language. Nearly all programs that have been written for parallel
processors were carefully and expertly coded in a language in which the use of
parallel processors was specified exp licitly.

The question of whether parallelism should be specified by the
programmer or detected by the language translator is simila r to the question of
finding vector operations in programs to be run on supercomputers. The success
of “parallelizing ” compilers for translaung existing high level language programs
has been no better than that of “vectorizing” compilers. On the other hand, it is
not clear that programming systems in which the parallelism is visible to the
programmer are able to make parallel programming cost-effective in terms of
programming effort. Writing correct parallel programs is, with present design
methods, notoriously dif ficult. Furthermore, there Is as yet only one well known
high level language, Concurrent Pascal [12), that is aimed at the needs of
concurrent programming.

The basic concepts involved in programming for multiprocessors are fairly
well known . (In fact, they are older than multiprocessors, having been used
ear lier on “virtual process” systems and timesharing systems.) The principal
concepts are process synchronization and mutual exclusion of processes from
“critica l regions”. The most common techniques for implementing these are
semaphores [29), monitors [41], and “test-an d-set ” instructions. These concepts are
discussed in the paper in this volume on concurrent programming.

However, there is as yet no consistent or adequate methodology for using
these concepts in application software , whether in high level or low level
languages. Methods of verif ying correctness of parallel programs are still in a
primitive state , and verification is even more important In parallel programs
than in conventional ones, due to the nondeterminism of the underlying system.
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Design of programs for ef~icient execution on parallel processors also
requires careful attention to issues other than analysis of concurrency. In
disti ihtited systems , the relativel y high cost of transmitting messages between
processors (as opposed to communicating through the shared memory) needs to
be considered carefully, to minimize the amount of data that must be
communicated. in the Cni* system the cost of transmitting data between
processors is largely hidden, but it still exists , and performance suffers if
programs attempt to send large amounts of data between processors that are
distant in the interconnection structure.

In distributed systems a few additional programming problems arise. The
difficulties of simulating semaphores and global memory “objects” were
mentioned previously. Also, design of programs that use fully distributed control,
necessary for fau lt tolerance , is a challenging task. This is a very active research
area , and poses many interesting problems.

4.8. Data- Driven Computers

There is a growing interest in computers in which instructions of a stored
program are activated by the arrival of data; these are called data-driven
computers. Since many instructions in a data-driven computer may be activated
at one time, the possibility of concurrent instruction execution is an inherent
property. Indeed, some proposed forms of data-driven computers are claimed to
ac hieve concurrent processing of hundreds or thousands of instructions.

Data-driven computers are a radical departure from the Von Neumann
form of stored computer , since the central concept of sequential instruction
execution is discarded . An instruction is ready for execution exactly when all the
data items it needs arrive (from other instructions) at the holding registers
reserved for them.

A variety of hardware arrangements for implementing data-driven
instruction execution and rea ping the benefits of concurrency have been
proposed. One approach depends on partitioning a program into concurrently
executable parts , and the dynamic assignment of hardware units to process those
Parts. Examp les of this kind of data-driven machine are the “data flow
multiprocessor ’ of Rumbaugh (59], in which processing units are dynamically
assigned to data flow procedure activations , a system being constructed in
Toulouse, France by a group under Syre (65], and a machine built at Burroughs
by Davis [24] to be part of an envisioned tree-structured hierarchy of machines. 
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A second a pproach uses a small hardware unit for each instruction of a
stored program , and communication networks through which data values are
sent to instructions , and instructions, once activated by arrival of the necessary
operand values , are sent to an appropriate processing unit for execution. Work
on t his form of data-driven architecture is in progress at MIT [27), and closely
rela~ d work is being done at the University of California at Irvine (2].

Since data-driven computers are a radical departure from conventional
architectures , careful design is required to ensure that they support sound
programming methods. There is hope that they will, because data-driven
computers generally require comp lete independence of program parts as the
criterion for allowing concurrent execution . This requirement of independence of
program parts is consistent with efforts to identify program structures that aid
reliability, maintainability, and proof of correctness.

4.9. Researc h Directions

To evaluate the future prospects of the various system organizations, it is
necessar y to consider their cost/performance, suitabilit y for LSI fabrication, and
support of a sound programming methodology. The present forms of single
sequence high performance computers and supercomputers do not seem to be the
most promising directions. They use expensive high speed logic, and do not
have large, repetitive structures, so LSI technology is not so useful.

The various forms of parallel and data-driven processors are much more
attractive designs for taking advantage of LSI technology. These systems show
promise for future evolution, but much work will be required before this promise
can be rea lized. Multiprocessors with shared memory and systems such as Cm*
require carefu l consideration of the design of hardware structures such as
memor y busses and switches to maximize efficiency. The “message passing ”
technique used in distributed systems will require careful hardware design if It is
to com pete with the memory sharing technique. These systems also need to be
designed so that the hardware naturally supports the requirements of
programming and operating systems.

The most important research area is the design of programming languages
and methodologies for the various system organizations. All of these
arc hitectures require carefu l design of the languages with which they are
programmed -- carelessly chosen languages may lead to hopelessly inefficient
execution. Development of languages that satisf y the machines ’ requirements will
be a major achievement and will have a profound effect on the future of these
systems.
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5. Langu age-Based Architecture

In the last two sections we have seen how the changing nature of desired
computer services and demand s for high performance and economy have led to
majo r innovations in the structure and organization of computer systems. These
Innovations have produced practical computer systems of great complexit y, and
we have seen how t his complexity often works to the disadvantage of the
programmer: If he wishes to exploit the innovative aspects of the system he can
no longer express his computation within the scope of a usual high level
language because the innovative aspects of the computer are accessible only
through machine level programming.

Man y innovations, especiall y in addressing and protection, were designed
to faci litate the construction of large programs in a multi-user operating
environment. In their most advanced form (in systems using capability- or
objec t-based addressin g/protection schemes), these mec hanisms may be viewed as
architectural conce pts designed to narrow the gap between hardware structure
and the requirements of a modern programming methodology.

On one hand a programming methodology must include a language for
ex pressing programs , whereas on t he other hand the capability architectures
have not been carefull y thought through regarding the feasibility of their use In
support of a high level language -- existing or to be conceived . Rather , the
mechanisms were invented as ad hoc solutions to certain system problems
concernin g the sharing of data objects and program modules, and controlling
access to them. In consequence it is not surprising that inconsistencies are
discovered when the attem pt is made to provide users with a high level
programming language in which they can express programs in a form that
effectivel y uses the innovative aspects of the system

Computer science has also followed another path toward prov’ding the
programmer with facilities better matched to modern ideas about program
organization. This is through use of software -- elaborate compilers and runtime
support (operating systems) -- to transform the bare machine into a more suitable
programmer interface. The classic examp le is PLfl and OS/360 which present to
the user such a tremendous range of facilities that his talents are taxed to the
utmost by the knowledge required to effectively utilize them in his application.
Yet , the OS-PL/l combination , itse lf consisting of an ad hoc assortment of
features , does not support any well-defined methodology of program construction.

The cQmplexity of this software illustrates the distance between the current
hardware and desired function. This suggests:

(I) the hardware is being used very ineffectivel y, and 
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(2) system complexity engenders uncertainty about its correctness and
consistenc y, especially in the face of continual updates and alterations
to t he system itself.

An alternative is to develop a computer system architecture with a precise
and complete statement of the base language that the system will support at the
machine level. Such a machine can support many user languages, implemented
through translation into the base language, or by execution by an interpreter
ex pressed in the base language. Then hardware , firmware, and system software
may be deve loped with a clear objective: to provide a correct implementation of
the specified base language that meets cost/performance criteria. This approach
wi ll be called language-based arc/t tceccure.

Some machines have been designed to represent properties of existing
languages directly in hardware. An example is the Fortran machine [6]. Also,
there have been various proposals for an Algol 60 machine [17, 39), and systems
dedicated to support APL are now marketed . But these machines do not
represent significant architectural innovation. The languages suggested are
standard languages with all their deficiencies, and the mac hines are designed by
putting the standard translation and runtime support routines into microcode or
wired logic. These implementations obviously share all the problems that
software implementations have -- they simply run faster.

On the other hand, there have been several occasions in computer history
when new mechanisms were introduced expressly to support language features .
Two stand out as particularly significant.

One of t hese is the “stack ” mechanism provided in the Burroughs 85000
(4) to support procedure activation and termination Including the allocation and
dea llocation of storage locations for local variables. This was motivated by the
requirements of “block structured” languages such as Algol 60, which provide for
local variable declaration and permit recursive Invocation of procedures. The
present B6700 [53] provides a more advanced version of this mechanism. Other
computers incorporating this sort of stack mechanism include English Electric
KDF9 [23) and the Burroughs D825 [II series.

The other earl y innovation in support of a language concept is the
codeword scheme introduced by Iliffe in the Rice University Computer [44].
Although, as we have seen, Iliffe’s idea led to t he use of descriptors and
ca pabilities as mechanisms to implement controlled sharing of procedure and
data segments, the original motivation was to provide hardware support for an
efficient implementation of dynamic data structures (for example, arrays whose
bounds vary during program execution). Basically, accessing a memory segment
indirect ly through a codeword allowed detection of a reference to a word In the
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segment for which no storage was allocated. This caused control transfer to
software routines which could alter the allocation of memory as required. Since
all reference to segments was via codewords, and conventions ensured that the
software could locate all codewords, the physical addresses in the codewords could
be updated to reflect the changed storage allocation without concern by the
application programmer .

Iliffe’s idea is a precursor of present thinking about abstract data types in
programming. It Is unfortunate that this aspect of his work was ignored for so
many years. Recently there has been renewed interest In descriptors, as
exemplified by the VAX-Il computer [25).

5.1. The Symbol Machine

While important innovations, the Rice University computer and the
Burroughs systems are not language-based architectures because neither machine
was designed to exactly implement a completely specified base language. Indeed,
bot h projects had reached operation before the concept of giving a precise
semantics for a programming language had gained much attention.

One project stands out as both introducing architectural innovation and
being a bona f ide  language-based design. This is the SPL language and Symbol
machine designed and built by the Fairchild Corporation and installed at Iowa
State Universit y for evaluation [57). The most significant architectural
innovation in t he Symbol machine is the memory system which presents an
unusua l interface to the several specialized processing units. The memory system
provides direct hardware support for the principal user level data types of the
SPL language: character strings, and vectors whose components may be
character strings or vectors. Vectors are represented in the memory system by a
chain of cells each of which may hold either an arbitrarily long character string,
or a pointer to another vector (the address of its initial cell). Any processing unit
ma y request the memory system for access to the contents of a cell, to advance to
t he next component of a vector , or to scan a character string.

Unfortunately, the Symbol machine implemented the SPL compiler directly
in hardware. This is generally not a wise step, since it restricts the system’s
flexibility and dedicates a large part of the hardware to performance of a
function w hich is used only occasionally. 

. . ..
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5.2. Research Directions

Perhaps the primary problem with language-based architectures is the lack
of generality of the languages implemented. Usually, it is difficult or impossible
for the user of a language-based machine to meet a requirement not supported in
the design of the base language. Thus, to be generally applicable, the base
language implemented must be complete: it must support the complete needs of a
sufficiently broad range of applications that the machine is viable in the
mar ketp lace. If large-scale application programs are anticipated, then the
language design must include provisions for:

(I) combining independently written program modules,
(2) coordination of concurrent activities (processes),
(3) input/output , and
(4) data base access and manipulation.

So far no such comprehensive and consistent design of a language and
corresponding machine has been completed. However , certain current areas of
research are closely related to this goal and promise important advances toward
establishing the feasibility of ultimately developing generally useful language
based architectures. One of these areas is the study of object-oriented computer
operating systems and their relation to objec t oriented languages. This work has
been discussed in Section 3. A second clearly important area of research is high
level language support for concurrent programming. This research area is
discussed in the paper in this volume on concurrent programming.

Finally, t he projects to develop data-driven computers discussed at the end
of Section 4 aim for general-purpose language based architectures. Data-driven
computers diffe r so radically from the conventional form of stored program
computer that conventional approaches to machine language design and code
generation simply do not apply. Thus, for a data -driven computer, the relation
of the mac hine architecture to the user high level language must be developed
afresh. For this reason, these projects must pursue simultaneous development of
a data -driven architecture and a corresponding base language whose
characteristics support programs to be executed on the machine.

A natural characteristic of a base language implemented by a data-driven
computer is that program modules execute without side effects , and t here is no
concept of control flow, hence no control transfer statements. To some, this
quality seems consistent with the trend toward “clean” language designs and
makes data-driven computers attractive as a basis for an advanced programming
methodology, whereas to others t his indicates a serious limitation in generality of
such data-driven machines .
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Language-based architecture is an exciting and promising field of research ,
but it places serious demands on the researcher wishing to make an important
contribution. Both computer organization and programming language semantics
involve elaborate descriptions and specifications. Ensuring that a computer
design and a language specification are compatible and consistent is a formidable
challenge. Positive practical results are still some years away; yet the potential
gains wa rrant a substantial research effort,

6. Fault Tolerance

Fault tolerance is the abilit y of a system to remain in useful operation in
the presence of hardware failures. It is an important quality of all computer
systems because hardware that is immune to failure is unknown and equipment
t hat is out of service due to breakdown is an investment that is not delivering its
va lue. Yet there are many computer applications in which fault tolerance is of
far greater significance. In real-time systems, a failure will often result in a
transaction being lost; in an airline reservation system the cost might be just the
inconvenience of entering a transaction request again, but in a banking system it
might mean failure to enter an item in a personal account -- a more serious
consequence. In these systems, of course, a failure that makes the service
unavailable for more than a few minutes is catastrophic for the business it
supports. Even more serious is the possibility of loss of life for a computer
system performing air traffic control or supporting a manned space mission. The
most taxing demand for fault tolerance has arisen in unmanned planetary
exploration, where the on-board computers must perform for years with no
possibility of human access for testing or component replacement.

Here we are concerned with the failure of a computer system caused by
fai lure of hardware. A computer system may also fail -- in the sense of not
performing its intended function -- if the intentions are not carried out faithfully
in t he design and implementation of its hardware and software. Much has been
written about software failure, but this seems to be a misuse of the word:
programs that do not perform their intended function on perfect hardware have
not failed, they are simply incorrect.

Certainly the problems of constructing programs and hardware that are
correct are very Important , but the principal approaches toward improvIng
confidence in hardware/software designs do not fall within the scope of fault
tolerance resea rch. Hardware correctness is aided by improved methods of
hardware description , better structuring principles, automated design aids, and
design verification and testing techniques. These are discussed In Section 7.
Confidence in correctness of software is improved by corresponding techniques as
discussed in the chapters of this book on language design and program
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specification , verificat ion, and testing. The computer architect can help by
providing hardware that permits well-structured programs to run efficiently and
by devising approaches to fault tolerance that do not interfere with the use of
sound principles of program structure. Nevertheless some interesting work has
been done on application of the modular redundancy concept to the problem of
software correctness [38, 56].

In discussing fault tolerance, we distinguish between faults and errors. A
fault is a temporary or permanent change in a physical component that causes it
to fail to perform as intended An error is the failure of a component to produce
the intended result , and ma y be caused by a fault or by an incorrect design.
Here we only consider errors caused by faults.

The ultimate objective of a fault-tolerant system is to implement fault
mas king, w hich means that occurrences of faults in the system are unobservable
by system users. (The “users” may be programs, external equipment, or humans.)
Sc hemes for implementing fault tolerance differ in the degree to which complete
fau lt masking is achieved. The ideal fault-tolerant system would be one that
masks completely all conceivable component failures. Realistic systems fall short
of this ideal. Typically a scheme will only ensure masking of one failure at a
time; furthermore, in most sc hemes the occurrence of a failure will result in
degradation of some aspect of system performance or capacity even if system
function is maintained. In general not even this degree of fault tolerance is
obtained. In most schemes, a component failure, even though detected and
recovered from, ma y lead to information loss that is observable by system users.
The users must either accept the information loss as an unfortunate compromise,
or t hey must implement additional fault tolerance mechanisms outside the system
that was supposed to be fault-tolerant. These external mechanisms , although
clearly useful, can never ac hieve complete fault masking, because they
unavoidab ly make invalid assumptions about continued functioning of the
underlying system following a failure.

6.1. State of the Art

To achieve fault tolerance, redundancy is required -- for masking faults
and for detecting that faults have occurred. Redunda~icy in practice takes two
principal forms: coding redundancy and modular redundancy. Coding
redundanc y is the use of extra bits in the representation of information so that a
fault that causes an error in information is very likely to be caught by logic that
tests whether the coded information is valid. Coding redundancy Is mainly used
for fault detect ion , although error correcting codes which permit correct data to
be reconstructed from erroneous representations are now in use, for example in
large semiconductor memories. Modular redundancy is the use of several copies
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of a hardware module in such a way that some module can provide the correct
result in event of failure of one module in a group. A popular form is triple
modular redundancy in which any two modules whose results agree can outvote
a failing module, thereby masking the fault.

Use of multiple copies of hardware that do not augment performance has
not been attractive in large computer systems. Here schemes have been devised
in whic h duplicate modules are used operationally, but the system is able to
continue operation with degraded performance in event of module failure.
However , fai lures are not masked and restoring system operation following
detection of a fault may require human assistance. Another form of redundancy
is repetition in time; a computation may be run again if an error is detected
during the first run, or, if errors are likely to be transient , a computation may be
run twice on the same equipment and t he results compared. An examp le is the
instruction retry mechanism used on some commercial machines.

In a system that does not mask all faults an alternative is to provide fault
detection mechanisms which will inform the user of any fault . The user is then
responsible for implementing any corrective action and resuming operation of
application programs from a consistent state . The action taken by the user in
response to a detected fault is called recovery. The most common recovery
procedure is to restore the system to a known state -- a “check point” -- that has
been saved for such a contingency . Such a scheme usually does not provide
complete fault masking because some faults may occur in parts of the system
essentia l to correct functioning of the recovery procedure, or unmasked faults may
occur in the fault detection and reporting mechanism Itself.

The difficulty of implementing complete fault masking increases with the
generality of system function. In the case of large scale computer systems
designed to support general purpose use, little wor k has been done even to
establish whether an ideal fault-tolerant implementation is possible, let alone to
devise practical schemes. Efforts to develop fault-tolerant computer systems have
been most successful in the case of machines dedicated to a particular application
or application area , especially machines intended for space missions or airborne
applications.

The ESS (Electronic Switching System) developed by Bell Laboratories
[62) for uninterrupted operation of the telephone system uses duplicate processors
that check each other continuously, and redundant memory devices and
controllers. Failing components are switched out of the system automatically, and
then manual ly removed and repaired.
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The experimental STAR (Self Test And Repair) computer built at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory [3) utilized a number of techniques to realize fault
tolerance. Extensive coding redundancy was used in memory and processing
units . Recovery from transient errors was accomplished by restarting the
app lication program from a point from which a valid prior system state could be
restored. If a non-transient failure occurred , the computer “repaired” itself by
switching to one of a number of standby units. The modules that performed the
checking and reconfiguration used trip le modular redundancy. If one failed, it
too was replaced by a standb y unit.

The fault tolerant multiprocessor developed at the C. S. Draper Laboratory
[43) uti lized triple modular redundancy and dynamic reconfiguration in the
memories, processors , and interconnecting busses .

The onboard computer developed for the OAO (Orbiting Astronomical
Observator y) satellite [19) used double, triple, and quadruple redundancy of
various processing and memory units, wit h automatic disconnection of failing
components.

In large commercial systems the need to preserve the data base and the
need to use stand ard programming tools for applications are prime design
considerations. In this context , the tec hniques used to realize the required
protection from the effects of hardware faults are very different from the
techniques used to achieve fault masking in the systems mentioned above. In
genera l, complete fau lt masking is not realized, and some fault occurrences lead to
information loss or to system failure requiring human intervention to resume
normal operation.

In a transaction s ystem (an airline reservation system, an inventory control
system, an online banking system are examples), messages arrive from remote
termina ls and are processed using information retrieved from a data base,
yielding updated records in the data base and responses transmitted to the
terminal. In these systems It is most essential that the system be up and
responsive to inquiries at all times. It is not as important that every individual
transaction be carried out faultlessly, so long as users can recognize when a
transaction has been incorrectly handled and can repeat the query. It is
important that consistency of the data base be maintained; in particular. if It ever
happens that processing of a transaction is terminated by a fault before
completion, t he data base must not be left in an inconsistent state.

The approach frequently used in such systems is to use a dual central
processor/main memory configuration. It’ one system fails, operation can be
switched to the other, usually in a few seconds or less. The new system recovers
as much data as possible from the failed system and carefully checks its validity,
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so that there is as little interruption of service as possible, and the data base is
restored to a consistent state with as little information loss as possible.

In computer centers that support general purpose computing by many
users, the reliabilit y obj ectives are quite different. These systems must support
a pplication programming by users in several popular languages such as Fortran,
Cobol, APL, etc. wit hout imposing restrictions. Furthermore, t he applications are
such that loss of as much as a day’s availability of the system is preferable to the
expense of having duplicate facilities. The reliability consideration of greatest
importance in these circumstances is the integrity of users’ data bases - the files of
programs and data retained in the computer system (and its tape/disk libraries)
on behalf of users. Since the acceptance of online files and user interaction
through remote terminals , the standard approach has been to periodically record
all online files onto a set of backu p tapes which are retained by the computer
center until such time as there would be no possibility of their being required to
recover information following a system failure. These backup procedures were
pioneered in the MIT CTSS system [50], and developed to a very sophisticated
form in Multics [52).

In these systems , a user might lose all information he has generated since
the most recent dump in the event of a system crash. If users wish to avoid this
possibility, they must build into their programs or their method of using the
computer their own fault tolerance scheme. An example is the check point/restart
procedure used in long computations .

In a computer center employing a multiprocessor machine configuration
with duplicate equipment of each sort (processors, memory units, input output
contro llers, etc.) one might expect that this hardware redundancy could be used
to ac hieve “graceful degradation” . wit hout information loss. However , the
advanta ges of resource sharing are such that operation of the process and storage
mana gement tasks are not at all independent. Failure of any CPU or memory
module (main memory or disk) can leave scheduling or storage allocation data In
an inconsistent state , possibly altered in such a way that continued system
operation would be disastrous , No schemes for implementing fault masking in
this context have been devised. it takes very careful thought and clear goals to
achieve fault tolerance in such a general context.

6.2. Research Directions

All of these systems fall short of the ideal. Furthermore , there is litt le basis
in theory for their structure. In each case, ad hoc extensions or adaptations of
conventiona l computer structures are devised so that an adequate gain in fault
tolerance is obtained. Achieving even this reliability generally demands that the
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application programming be done following conventions that interfere with good
program structure. Even so, the possibility of information loss, as a consequence
of some single component failures, or as a consequence of recover y schemes, is
almost always present and must be considered by designers of application
software. Essentially no research has been reported concerning ways of achieving
the ideal in a general purpose context , or to show that it is impractical to achieve
such an ideal.

Much can be learned from further work on modular redundancy,
redundant coding schemes, fault masking, detection and recovery techniques and
their a pplication. Since the ideal fault tolerant computer is beyond the State of
the art , and t here are important applications for highly reliable specialized
computers, this is a wide open and significant area for future research. A
realistic objective for research in fault tolerance is to ex pand the class of
computer systems for which complete masking of single component failures is
feasib le. The aim should be to understand the cost/reliability trade-offs of
various techniques and the types of failures that can be completely masked.

7. Methodology of Hardware Design

The correct operation of software depends on the correctness of the
computer system on which it runs. W ith increasingly complex and elaborate
hardware systems , greater confidence is needed that the hardware is performing
as intended. Methodology of hardware design is required both to achieve this
objective and to provide aids for the design and production of hardware systems.

There are similarities between hardware and software. Both are
realizations of algorithms that implement high level behavior by combining
lower level operations. Much research effort has been devoted to the problems of
formal program specification, correctness and verification, and programming
language design based on principles of structured programming. It is surprising
that there has been little corresponding development of formal specification and
proof techniques for hardware systems and their implementation.

Of course, much attention has been given to the use of computers In the
production of new computer systems. Simulation of logic design has become a
standard part of system development. The clerical work of translating logic
designs into printed circuit layouts and wire lists has been largely taken over by
the computer (37). While these aids help ensure that a detailed design Is
faithfully implemented (and that all instances of a design are equivalent), they do
not give confidence that the design itself is correct.
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W hat is lacking is a methodology that permits an architect to develop a
design with confidence that a system constructed according to the design will
function as intended. Such a methodology would also be useful for establishing
the equivalence and compatibility of a line of systems that implement the same
functional specification over a range of cost/ performance. In parallel with the
corresponding approach to software methodology, there are several key elements:

(I) A formal notation for representing a design; we will call this notation
an Architecture Design Language (ADL);

(2) A wa y of precisely specifying the function to be performed by the
system (its behavior); we will call such a formalism a Function
Specification Language (FSL); and

(3) Methods for verif ying the correctness of a design given in an ADL
against the intended function specified in a FSL.

Since designs can be represented at different levels of detail, a design at
each level consists of functional specifications of each component and a structural
description of how components are organized. An ADL, therefore, intrinsically
includes a FSL as part of its definition. Once developed, an ADL and a FSL
would not only provide a framework for verifying the correctness of designs but
would also serve as precise communication media for independent development
of system components.

In contrast to the effort devoted to software specification formalisms and
verification techniques, little work has been done for hardware systems except at
a low level of design involving microprogramming (47) and logic gate level
designs [581. Much work has been’ centered aro~.~nd developing description
languages for register transfe r level (RTL) designs (1~1, 61, 16, 31, 8). (The term
“RTL design” applies to a way of structuring a hardware design by separating
control structures from data operation structures such as registers and tunctional
operations.) While these languages provide features for description of RTL
designs, thcy are inadequate as specification languages: formal semantics of these
languages have not been defined, proof techniques have not been developed, and
it has not been demonstrated that they are satisfactory for representing designs at
higher levels of abstraction .

Yet RTL design languages exhibit some features desirable of an ADL:
they are based on a methodology of design which is found applicable to a range
of design alternatives including synchronous and asynchronous systems (54); and
considerable progress has been made toward the automatic translation of RTL
designs into logic designs. In fact, studies have been done which successfully
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used a limited set of hardware modules for direct realization of a design given at
the RTL level [18].

New developments of more elaborate computer system structures such as
distributed systems and special purpose processors suggest that RTL languages
for specification and design may not be adequate. Furthermore, advances In
large scale integration also seem to invalidate many assumptions on which logic
designs have been based, and different design methods may need to be
developed.

Ideally, an ADL can be used as a design tool which allows successive
refinement of designs. To this end, an ADL must satisf y two conflicting
requirements: at the highest level, it should be independent of technology of
hardware components; and at the lowest level, it needs be sufficiently expressive
to represent alternative designs exp loiting particular choices of hardware devices
and interconnection disciplines.

Accompanying the development of FSL’s and ADL’s, research is required
in verification tec hniques for hardware systems that can eliminate the need for
ex haustive simulation. This is particularl y important in the case of systems in
which there is much concurrency, and correctness of coordination mechanisms is
Impossible to demonstrate through simulation.

Another area is the specification of performance requirements and
evaluation with respect to performance. Little work of general applicability has
been done, most evaluations having been done using ad hoc techniques devised
for the specific system under consideration. Relevant work of a general nature
includes methods for the analysis of timed Petri nets [55). The PMS notation [8)
is a means for describing the gross overall structure of a computer system in
terms of w hich some simple performance estimate for the system may be derived
from the characteristics of its components. This is a profitable area for research.

8. Computer Networks

An area of great current interest is computer networks , meaning a
collection of computers or computer systems together with facilities that permit
programs running on distinct computers to interact by messages sent over
communication lines. The most familiar examp le of a computer network is the
ARPANET . [35] created by the Advanced Research Projects Agency as an
experimental system linking computer systems operated by universities and
researc h institutes , and now operated by the Defense Communications Agency.
Users of one host computer system may send messages, programs, and files to
users of other network hosts, or may log In over the network as a user of another
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host provided he has obtained authority to use resources of the other machine
and has satisfied security arrangements. An older network of very different
character is created by the communication links between computer-based airline
reservation systems that permit one airline to confirm flight arrangements on
other airlines.

An important aspect of a network is the degree of “coherence” it supports.
The utopian idea l is a networ k of time-shared computer systems so organized
that all users on the network feel as though they were using one system and had
access to each other ’s programs and data bases just as they would on a single
local system. No such network exists , and the problems standing in the way are
formidable . These include the problem of handling queries and updates to a
distributed data base in the most general context, and the problem of convenient
program exchange among computer installations, neither of which have
sufficiently general solutions at present .

A second important aspect of a network is the autonomy of the individual
nodes. This autonomy is paramount in the two networks cited above. Each
node is safe from disruption by the failure of other nodes and even from
deliberate sabotage attempts by users or implementors at other nodes. In general,
the nodes use different hardware supporting different operating systems and
mana gement philosophies. A consequence of this extensive autonomy is an
almost total absence of coherence. Neither network cited above supports
compatible exchange of programs or the sharsng of distributed data bases except
as deliberately provided for by the user community on their own .

In the Airlines Network an adequate level of coherence for the goals of the
network is obtained just by standardizing the message formats and protocol for
inter-air line inquiries, reservation requests and confirmations. The ARPANET
supports a general protocol for establishing communication between programs
running on different hosts. In addition, the network provides a general mail
service. These fac ilities are made possible by specific additions to the host
operating systems in accordance with conventions adopted by network planners.

It is clear that any increase in the level of coherence provided by a network
wi ll be achieved only at some sacrifice of autonomy. Researchers should seek to
identify the different levels of coherence that are desirable, and to understand
exact ly what autonomy must be relinquished to obtain each degree of coherence.
One of the most serious factors to be studied is the possible loss of failure
tolerance in a network designed to realize the highest degree of coherence. 
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8.1. Personal Computers

The fa st-decreasing cost of computer hardware has brought private
personal ownership of computers into widespread reality. The prospect of many
individuals having “personal computers”, which would make available myriad
services ranging from personal accounting and income tax aids to shopping and
encyclopedic reference services, has captured the imagination of our science
prophets [28]. What are t he real prospects, research directions and opportunities
presented by this vision?

Let us start by ruling out of the scope of our discussion the fixed program
microcomputers which will be appearing in our ovens, washing’ machines and
automobi les, for these are a straightforward extension of current microprocessor
technology.

It is clear that before long a computer having the capability of a
medium-scale System/360 machine will be available in a tiny package for a price
affordable by the average family. The big question is: How will these machines
be programmed? Current personal computers are purchased (and tinkered with)
by computer hobbyists whose use of them depends on an intimate knowledge of
machine language. How will the field evolve from this situation to one in which
the naive user may call upon a variety of sophisticated services with only
knowledge of the application /problem domain with which the service is
concerned? The first steps in the ‘evolution toward the ultimate personal
computer are easy to foresee. First, relatively simple machines will be marketed
together with app lications packages provided by the manufacturer for
applications of high interest to the consumer. As in the case of current
microprocessors, the machines and their software will be intentionally
incompatible across brands so each service will require the machine supplied by
its manufact urer. Second, de facto interface standards will evolve as customers
determine the most popular products based on the quality and breadth of service
availab le, and these standards will become the basis for secondary sources of
software packages. Personal computer users will emerge as a kind of computer
network in which the principal communication mode is program distribution
through the mails.

The tragedy of this evolution is that there will be no convenient and
effective way for users to combine services offered by different software sources;
this is because the underlying hardware and software standards are unlikely to
satisf y even the most basic requirements for modular program construction. Also,
there will be no carefully-thought-out general approach to the implementation of
applications such as investment or shopping information services which require
online access to proprietar y data bases. The attainment of these levels of
generality in personal computers requires solutions to problems that have not yet 
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been solved in the context of conventionally operated computer systems. Their
solution will require deep understanding of the nature of the problems, and
creative proposals for their solution. This is an exciting area for research.
Through the ad hoc construct ion of networks and acquisition of personal
computers we will soon discover how serious and difficult the problems are.

9. Conclusion

The major impact of recent Innovations in computer architecture --

super -computers and microprocessors -- has been a corresponding increase in
difficu lty of the problems facing the software engineer. The most promising road
to better architectural support for software is to narrow the gap between the
abstractions called for by a problem solution and the capabilities directly realized
by computer haidware. Ad hoc extension of past system designs must be replaced
by system architectures based on sound principles -- the architect must have the
view that his system implements the collection of features used to construct
programs and must start with a precise understanding of what programming
language andfor methodology his system will support.

In the long term, researdi in language-based computer system architecture
ma y lead to hardware bases for computer ‘ systems that provide users with
programming interfaces much simpler than those provided by the large systems
of today -- interfaces that are more general, are consistent with good language
design ideas , and meet essentia l requirements for modular program construction.
It is not clear that such systems can be designed to run efficiently while
remaining within the conventional architectural framework of sequential
processing units. It is possible that these future systems will be radically different
in structure from current computer systems and many years may pass before they
become practically usable.

Recent work on tagged architectures (36) and capability-based systems has
suffered from inadequate consideration of program structure and the
programming language and methodology to be used in writing applications.
The view of capabilities (or codewords as they were originally called) changed
from that of a hardware mechanism to support a language concept, as advocated
by Iliffe , to a mechanism for access control and information sharing in multiuser
operating systems. With the development of object-oriented computer systems,
there is new interest in developing corresponding programming methodologies
and in relating the functions implemented in these systems to the requirements of
object -oriented programming languages.
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Closer at hand is the problem of effectively putting many microprocessors
into harmonious cooperation and easing the accompanying software burden.
Extending the classical multiprocessor-multimemory system structure has at least
two drawbac ks which must be addressed by any new proposal for research. First ,
the complexity of the processor/memory switch appears to grow in size as the
product of the numbers of processor and memory units so long as uniformly fast
response to memory requests is required . Even if this structure were attractive ,
implementation of the crossbar switch does not lend itself readily to advantageous
use of LSJ technology. Second, t he cost of switching processors among
computational processes so as to keep the processors occupied imposes a serious
limitation on dividing programs into concurrently executable parts , and a
satisfactor y programming methoc’ology for such systems remains a challenge to
software researc h. (The development of Concurrent Pascal by Brinch-Hansen is
a step in the right direction.) The Cm* project addresses ~he memory/processor
switch problem by grouping processors (with local memory) around K-map units
that handle nonlocal memory references with longer response delay but in a
hardware structure that does not grow as the square of the processor count. It
will be interesting to see how programming issues will be addressed within this
system structure.

On the other hand, microprocessor technology offers the opportunity to
deve lop a new programming methodology based on the unique properties of
microprocessor hardware. An interesting area for architectural resea rch is loosely
coupled (no shared memory) multi-microcomputer systems using a packet
communication protocol. The corresponding programming
language/methodology would use message passing as an underlying semantic
concept.

A successful architectural concept arising from one of the research areas
suggested above will almost certainly fail to achieve practica l compatibility with
classical standards (such s the Fortran and Cobol languages and commercial
operating systems) on which much of the existing inventory of software depends.
It follows that the new systems will not be employed where the main requirement
is to run old a pplications at existing levels of performance. Rather , the new
systems will rep lace the old when and only when the advantages in performance
and programmability outweigh the costs of maintaining the old system.

Of course , microprocessors are very significant in stand -alone applications
in everything from cars to process controllers, instruments , and home appliances.
However , the software structure is conventiona l. The role of computer
architecture research here is to evolve microcomputer architectures that are better
matched to the software structures used in stand-alone applications and that
support a corresponding software methodology. The area most In need of
creative work is the handling of the interaction of the microcomputer with Its
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environment and the problems of meeting real-time demands while maintaining
an under standable and reliable software structure. In the near term the most
important development will be standard software tools usable over a range of
microprocessor designs. The architecture research issue is to identify a class of
microprocessor architectures that are at once compatible with the standard
software tools (inc luding a high level programming language) and yet permit a
wide variety of hardware trade-offs as technology evolves.

Supercomputers, in spite of a large effort devoted to the programming of
applications , have not lived up to their expectations. Further research on
software a pproaches to obtaining better performance from these machines is not
promising. Until general approaches to highly parallel computers that can
support spatially distributed computations are available, a good approach to
important problems requiring high-speed computation is to build specialized
hardwa re for the problem.

In the immediate future the principal driving force behind new commercial
machines is the need to run old software and to support familiar languages.
This ex plains why the IBM System/360 line has been so successfu l and why the
360 interface has been supported by several other hardware manufacturers. It is
unfortunate t hat maintenance of support for the enormous inventory of
commercial software requires machine compatibility at the instruction set level,
and thus inhibits architectural innovation. This inherent conservatism focuses
the attention of the architect on ways of descr . .Jing accurately the standard
interface that is the target of his system design, means of ensuring that his
product exactly supports that interface, methods of predicting and evaluating the
cost- performance of a system design, and means for building fault tolerance into
systems. Research in these areas will help the development of more efficient and
reliable systems to support the existing software base.

A more forward-looking prospect is that the specification of the new
language DOD-I by the Department of Defense will provide computer architects
with a standard interface to guide their development of a new generation of
computers for defense app lications . It is even conceivable , albeit unlikely, that
the DOD-I standard may allow software compatibility without requiring a
standard instruction set, permitting architects unusual freedom In designing
hardware support.

9.1. Final Words

In reviewing the scope of this chapter one Is struck by the great variety of
structures and approaches being exp !ored in the study of computer architecture.
This is in surprising contrast with the trend evident In programming language 
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design towar d languages based on sound principles of program structure.
Computer scientists seem to be approaching a consensus about what
character ist ics a good programming language should have, it should be possible
to provide efficient and reliable hardware for running programs constructed
according to these principles. Yet there has been little research effort having this
objective.

Current work in software methodolog y is providing new knowledge about
progra m structure , especially in the area of concurrent programming. As this
k r wledge is incorporated into the design of programming languages, computer

rem architects should str ive to learn how to apply it toward building hardware
uctures better suited to the needs of future generations of programmers.
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